the cubistic city of *futuri$me\ *La ville radieuse' for an instance. The
tyranny of the skyscraper finds there a sophisticated philosophy fortifying
itself as 'ideal' by proposing to get new cities built—on the sites of the old
ones! Standardization way up on stilts again is seen as our Salvation.
Enormous exaggerations of avenues of traffic is suggested but making all
intercommunication utterly impractical because the actual nature of cir-
cumstances is surely making such exaggeration entirely unnecessary.
And made the plainer by this kind of 'drawing-board' architecture, we
may see how the humanity involved in any machine-made city of this
machine-made future of a machine-manipulated humanity is to be 'dealt*
with by machine-made aesthetics in order to hold and render such human
benefits as electricity, the automobile, the telephone, the airship and the
radio into a systematic herd-exploitation of mankind instead of rendering
mankind more free.
IN OUR NATION WHY BUILD POVERTY IN AS AN
INSTITUTION?
Along with such skyscraper solution-by-picture of uptown confusion
worse confounded as this modernistic myopia, there now goes the vexing
problem of the tenement. This extensive would-be beneficent government
'housing of the poor*. Yes, the poor are not only to be with always, but the
poor are to be recognized and multiplied per se as such. And so multiplied
officially tooy they are to be built in as official fixture of the dries of the
great free United States of America. Yes . . . the 'poor' are to be so poor
as to be accepted, confirmed and especially provided for as inevitable
factors therein. As seen in any Federal plan, catastrophe is to be made
organic. The poor are to be buah in!
Yes, the slums of today are to be made into the slums of tomorrow.
That the poor will benefit by increased sanitation may be granted at a
glance. But, not only are the living quarters of the poor to be more germ-
proof, but life itself where individual choice is concerned is to be rendered
antiseptic. If we trust our eyes.
The skyscraper is to be let down sidewise or the flat-plane tipped up
edgewise as traps to crucify, not liberate, humanity*
And the poor man's life is to become just as the rich man's office—
No. 56722, block 99, shelf 17, entrance EL, with a few twists and turns
thrown in to distract attention from the fact. The 'poor* man gets a bath-
tub and a flower-box, a patch of lawn, but what Freedom to say and be-
lieve what he says, were he to say his soul is his own?
Surface and mass architecture thus extinguishing the poor man has
already distinguished his landlord: therefore why should the poor man
complain? Has the poor mail not still his labour for his pains? And what
has the rich man for his, I ask you? Ask him.
Yes, there he is, the poor man! No longer in a rubbish heap. No*
The poor man in the United States of America when Government is
through with lnr» is a comparatively decent mechanized unit in a
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